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Feed Hearts
Engage

Communitiess

Bring Hope

Change Lives1

Where we work
We broadcast the hope of Jesus Christ in more than 100
languages and across 49+ countries.

Fields of work
Broadcasting Coverage
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About FEBC - Our Mission
FEBC Australia is a member of FEBC International
- an interdenominational radio network ministry,
which brings the love of God to the world by
broadcasting the gospel of Jesus Christ.
FEBC Australia is a non-profit organisation
publicising and promoting global Christian radio
broadcasting. We began in Australia in 1965.
We are blessed in our strategic location close to
Asia, the 10/40 window and the world’s natural
disaster hotspot. Radio-based communication is
perfectly suited to this region.
We broadcast in more than 49+ countries in
more than 100 languages, connecting Australian
believers with people in the hardest-to-reach parts
of the world.
FEBC Australia’s mission work is made possible by
the prayer and loyal partnership of many people
across Australia, inspired by God’s Holy Spirit. We
seek to be financially responsible, accountable
and able to withstand and respond to the dynamic
nature of Christian work.

FEBC communicates the Good
News among the nations by
media to inspire people to
follow Jesus Christ.

That the Good News
be heard through every
barrier, in every nation,
tribe and tongue.
FEBC is on air, online and on the ground.
On air - Starting with radio, and
still primarily using this versatile
and ubiquitous medium, FEBC uses
traditional shortwave, AM and FM radio
to deliver the Good News on air.
Online - FEBC broadcasts internationally on
many platforms, such as internet, mobile app,
satellite.
On the ground - Another vital link in
the success of FEBC’s media mission is
radio with hands and feet: FEBC teams
working on the ground with churches,
people in the community, other missions
and NGOs.
Wherever they are, we serve people
at their point of need. People may
be oppressed or persecuted, living
in poverty, devastated by disaster,
geographically isolated, homeless or in
exile. Despite these obstacles, we know
media can connect people.

FEBC GIVES A
GIFT OF A RADIO
TO A PERSON
OVERSEAS ON
YOUR BEHALF
7.8 MILLION PEOPLE EACH
YEAR TELL US THEIR
LIVES ARE CHANGED BY
WHAT THEY HEAR
AND SEE FROM
FEBC.

Our vision

UNREACHED,
PERSECUTED AND
SUFFERING PEOPLE
HEAR ABOUT THE
HOPE OF JESUS

FEBC reaches the least, the lost and the
forgotten through radio and internet
ministry. We:
Feed Hearts

THERE IS AN EXTENSIVE
FOLLOW-UP MINISTRY
ON THE GROUND:
LISTENER GROUPS
MEET TOGETHER

FEBC’S RADIO PROGRAMS
EDUCATE LISTENERS:
SOCIAL ISSUES ARE
ADDRESSED TO
CHANGE LIVES.

Engage Communities
Bring Hope
Change Lives
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FEBC Australia affirms the
Cape Town Commitment
The source of all our mission is what God has
done in Christ for the redemption of the whole
world, as revealed in the Bible. Our evangelistic
task is to make that good news known to all
nations. The context of all our mission is the
world in which we live, the world of sin, suffering,
injustice, and creational disorder, into which

God sends us to love and serve for Christ’s
sake. All our mission must therefore reflect
the integration of evangelism and committed
engagement in the world, both being ordered
and driven by the whole biblical revelation of
the gospel of God.
Integral mission is the proclamation and
demonstration of the gospel. It is not simply
that evangelism and social involvement are
to be done alongside each other. Rather, in
integral mission our proclamation has social
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consequences as we call people to love and
repentance in all areas of life. And our social
involvement has evangelistic consequences as
we bear witness to the transforming grace of
Jesus Christ. If we ignore the world, we betray
the Word of God which sends us out to serve
the world. If we ignore the Word of God, we
have nothing to bring to the world.
+ G
 od commands us to make known to all

nations the truth of God’s revelation and the
gospel of God’s saving grace through Jesus
Christ, calling all people to repentance, faith,
baptism and obedient discipleship.

+ G
 od commands us to reflect his own character

through compassionate care for the needy,
and to demonstrate the values and the power
of the kingdom of God in striving for justice
and peace and in caring for God’s creation.
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Chairman’s Message
As for other matters,
brothers and sisters, we
instructed you how to live
in order to please God, as in
fact you are living. Now we
ask you and urge you in the
Lord Jesus to do this more
and more.

- 1 Thessalonians 4:1
“Doing better” was the theme at this year’s FEBC
International Conference and is an important
aspect of the FEBC Australia Board’s work. I trust
this report will reflect Paul’s exhortation to “excel still
more” as we seek to communicate the Good News
among the nations by media to inspire people to
follow Jesus Christ.
In regards to our Strategic Plan, the Board focuses
upon four strategic pillars relating to our key areas
of endeavour: Fundraising & Stewardship; Mission
Partnership; Governance and Ministry Team.
Attaining stronger standards of compliance and trust
is an important part of our Strategic Plan. The Board
ensures that compliance requirements regarding
finances, risk management and effective outcomes
are diligently addressed. The Board goes further by
actively maintaining CMA Standards accreditation
enabling FEBC Australia to be recognised throughout
Australia for its commitment to good governance,
transparency and accountability for resources of
money, time and expertise donated to us.
The capacity of the Board continues to increase and
its need to further grow and add significant skill sets
is vital. This year, “doing better” required the Board
to spend time furthering our knowledge in Risk
Management strategies as managing uncertainty
within a faith context is always a challenge. The
Board developed a Risk Matrix of key areas with
graduated risk indicators developed to track risks
against our agreed standards. The Board applies
the Risk Matrix to all companies within the FEBCAustralia group.
The Board acknowledges the increasing challenges
impacting upon fundraising. Personal commitment
to long term donorship and the need for Christian
mission is in decline. In addition, government
regulations can be burdensome upon time and
financial resources.

+ r egional representatives for FEBC will be

explored to develop networks of supporters.

+ o
 ffice staffing needs to adjust in order to

maximise our capacity to increase our support
for FEBC’s mission and work.

In July, the Board met to assess the effectiveness
of the Marketing and Fundraising Strategy and to
make recommendations for the next 12 months to
2 years. The Board’s Marketing and Fundraising
Committee noted that there has been significant
progress in this area and yet recognises the need
for continued focus along with the employment
of key personnel with skills in marketing and
communications.
The Board also, with the support of the Finance,
Compliance, Risk Committee, implemented an
investment strategy to provide an alternate
income stream that could moderate the
inconsistencies of monthly donations or mitigate
risk against our three year funding agreements.
In 2017-2018, A Strategic Futures Discussion Paper
was considered by the Board to address and be
cognisant of any issues that may potentially affect
FEBC and its operations in the future.
The Board is diligent in ensuring that effective
mission outcomes are being achieved in all
areas of mission support and that effective
encouragement and communication takes place
with the field.
In March, two new Board members were added.
Larry Podmore from Western Australia who
previously had a long association with FEBC.
David McDonald from Sydney who brings a
depth of knowledge in financial matters. I would
also like to acknowledge the dedication and
diligence of our current Board. Our meetings are
underpinned by prayer and an abiding passion to
communicate the Good News among the nations
by media.
I would also like to acknowledge the enormous
contribution to FEBC by all our ministry team
and in particular, the National Director, Kevin
Keegan. My attendance at their weekly staff
and prayer meeting always reminds me of their
enthusiasm, energy and joyful dedication to the
mission of FEBC.

However, the Board reaffirmed that:
+ t he Gospel must be proclaimed and

demonstrated;

+ t here are wonderful possibilities with evolving

technologies to creatively share the Gospel
and we need to be open, flexible and able to
support their application where appropriate;
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Rodney Tant
FEBC Australia Board Chair
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National Director’s Message
“… my only aim is to
finish the race and
complete the task the
Lord Jesus has given
me-- the task of telling
others the Good News
about the wonderful
grace of God.”

- Acts 20:24
That’s the task and
mission of FEBC, to
let them hear, to make
known the Good News among all the nations, to
inspire people to follow Jesus. It is also the task and
commission of us all as followers of Christ. 2018
has been a great year of ministry and, as this report
reflects, there is much to be thankful for.
Being a faith mission we take an enormous step
by making three-year commitments to 16 ministry
fields; along with additional support above that
for emergencies, shortwave broadcast support to
minorities, projects and thousands of radios.
This is only possible through God’s provision, the
trust and faith of our Board, and the commitment
of faithful supporters. However, this commitment,
in a changing financial and political world is not
insignificant. Yet just as our fields live by faith, FEBC
Australia walks the same path. As a result we see
and celebrate God’s faithfulness.
Our total income this year of $2.224m (37% more
than last year) reflects God’s great blessings
through His people. While the major growth over
the previous year was due to bequests, it is still
important to note our donations also increased.
This allowed us to meet all our commitments along
with additional funding which enabled our Board to
wisely action investment provisions for the future.
FEBC supporters have been faithful in their prayers
and giving resulting in significant progress in
many fields of operation. To the many faithful
donors who give sacrificially so as to bless others
with the message of hope, thank you, you are a
huge encouragement to us all. We want to keep
providing you with the information you need to
keep praying, to keep giving and to keep telling
others about the needs and the astounding
opportunities we see.
There is still much to do as our supporter base
is small and aging. However we have been
encouraged by seeing an increase in supporters
born after 1964. Consequently, we continue to
build on our acquisition and supporter engagement
strategies and have been encouraged by growth in
brand awareness, utilising Australian Christian radio
stations as well as publications like Eternity news.
FEBC Australia | Annual Report 2017-2018

Deputations continue to play an important role.
I want to thank all those churches who have
welcomed representatives from FEBC in the past
year. We have travelled across various parts of
Australia to share the great stories of lives changed
through FEBC. These are great opportunities to
meet with supporters, receive feedback, answer
questions and be encouraged together.
Our FEBC International fields and teams continue
to witness and testify to God’s powerful work
transforming lives and communities. Many of
them face great personal cost, persecution, and
danger. Increased compliance requirements by
our Australian authorities has meant increased
field visits and monitoring, however our fields
have responded well to the additional needs for
reporting. A focus on good governance, mission
focus, and achievable outcomes has led to greater
accountability, opportunities and growth.
The FEBC Australia office has continued its strong
focus on communicating with our supporters,
reporting on needs, achievements and challenges in
the work for which we raise support.
“Through your programs I realised I was whole, I
realised God loves me as I am, and today I am filled
with joy. Physically, I am handicapped. Yet deep in
my heart, I am complete because of Christ.”
- FEBC Chinese listener who now serves doing
programs and production.

We have shared many prayer needs and have
sought to encourage our supporters with the
joy that comes from answered prayer. We have
sought out fundraising opportunities and continue
to develop detailed project submissions. All this is
possible through our faithful team and volunteers
who make us a stronger, more effective mission.
Our team is small and we know as the work
increases so must our team, God willing.
Please be encouraged by the stories and
information contained in the Annual Report – these
things are made possible by your prayers and giving.
Please stand with us, and ambassador for us, as we
seek to communicate in new ways to engage others
in this great mission of FEBC.

Kevin Keegan
National Director
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FEBC Australia: How we work
THE SUPPORT FLOW CHART
God’s
People
FEBC Australia

Australian
Christians
supporting, giving,
praying, staying
informed and
being involved.

Small staff team manages
financial support
and provides regular
information
to Australian
Christians from
listeners and
workers aboard.
Passes on
financial
support and
encouragement
from Australia.
Provides
mentoring,
partnership
and prayer.

Offices Overseas
Indigenous offices
with local teams,
knowledge of
regional languages
and specific
conditions.
Establish and
administer radio
ministry, identifying
new opportunities,
providing followup to listeners on
the ground, and communicating
with FEBC Australia and other
supporting fields.

Ministries
and
Projects
Specific material,
suitable for
local conditions,
and based
on Christian
message,
transmitted via
radio, Internet,
speaker box etc.

God’s People

FEBC Australia | Annual Report 2017-2018
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Global Impact
- FEBC International

7 million

2 billion

Responses

Potential listeners

letter, phone, web, sms,
social media etc

Over 20,000
Radios
Distributed

Campaign Responses
Campaigns

Number of
Responses

Annual FY18
(Skywaves)

5817

Justice, Persecuted/
Unreached, Field
Support

646

Bequests FY18

3

Deputations FY18

37

EOFY ‘18

278

Frequency

131

Gift Catalogue- Online

124

Gift Catalogue- Print

376

Online Gifts

615

Total

8027
Donations

FEBC Australia | Annual Report 2017-2018
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Our Pillars
FEBC: Reaching the unreached
Radio and media is one of the most effective ways
to take the Good News to people in hardest-to-reach
places, bringing the name of Jesus and the love of God
to millions for the first time. The unreached include:
+ P
 eople groups that occupy inaccessible

mountain regions such as China, Vietnam,
Laos, Myanmar & Thailand – that’s why shortwave radio is still so important.

+ T
 hose who live in poverty and remain

untouched by globalisation and technology
- FEBC broadcasts education and training to
empower individuals to set up business for
economic choice

+ T
 he illiterate, the blind, the deaf, or those

devastated by disaster. FEBC develops
innovative ways to reach them.

UNREACHED OUTCOME
FACT BASED ON FEBC FUNDING

86
ethnic people groups

>3
million
media downloads
(website, mobile app)

FEBC Australia | Annual Report 2017-2018

Indonesia is a huge archipelago with 35
provinces and 508 Districts. Currently FEBC
Indonesia operates seven radio stations - and
cannot cover all of the country. There still
remain many to reach with the Good News of
Christ Jesus.
In an innovative partnership approach, FEBC
Indonesia has identified that there are many
radio stations in district areas needing quality
radio content - but lack the training, teams
and financial resources to deliver it. With
its new Project MORE, FEBC Indonesia is
encouraging these radio stations to partner
with the FEBC Heartline Radio Network in
order to access Heartline’s quality content
and establish financial efficiency and
effectiveness.
“Our prayer is that we will be able to expand
and share the Gospel nationwide so we can
reach more listeners, whilst still achieving cost
and time savings as compared to developing
our own new radio stations,” said Jusak
Widjaja , FEBC Indonesia director.
The target is to have a partnership with at
least one local radio station per region, with
already many stations signing up.
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FEBC: Supporting
Persecuted Christians

PERSECUTED OUTCOME
FACT BASED ON FEBC FUNDING

In some of the most religious intolerant nations
in the world, where the persecution of Christians
is often severe, it is FEBC radio and internet that
reaches and supports faithful believers. These
are the places where followers of Christ must
keep their beliefs hidden and where living the
gospel means facing beatings, imprisonment,
discrimination and abuse.
FEBC works (either directly or supporting
partners) in 22 of the top 50 countries noted
in The Open Doors World Watch List.
In persecuted countries, with no churches
or pastors, FEBC broadcasts are often
the only source of spiritual nourishment.
With no theological seminaries or training
centres, broadcasts are training up leaders.
In places where it is risky to openly declare
following Jesus, radio is one of the few safe
ways to hear God’s word. Radios distributed
by FEBC require no batteries, are wind-up
or solar. Every effort is made so FEBC’s
broadcasts are accessible to those most in
need of hope and encouragement.
As persecution of Christians and the church
continues to rise in China, Pakistan and the
Middle East, FEBC has moved intentionally
to support pastors and their flocks. FEBC
preaches on radio and via internet. FEBC is
focusing on internet streaming and mobile
apps to share the Good News. Praise God
for the results: thousands of new followers
are listening on FEBC’s Telegram, WeChat
and other similar channels with more than 2
million downloading our streaming apps.

FEBC Australia | Annual Report 2017-2018

Feeding 100’s of 1,000’s of
hearts through groups of
believers, house churches

Training and equipping
1,000’s of church leaders,
house group pastors
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FEBC: Partnering
with Churches
FEBC partners with churches and religious
leaders to help deliver successful projects
in local communities; this helps build trust
and legitimacy. FEBC benefits from the
established networks of the clergy. The
church benefits as FEBC shares the good
news and life-giving media specific to local
needs; from bridging religious or political
divides to delivering essential health
messaging and programs promoting gender
equality.
FEBC also helps establish first generation
churches - typically in places where
Christianity has traditionally not had a
presence until FEBC began broadcasting.
Many commit whole-heartedly to follow
Christ, and many FEBC listener groups
go on to plant churches, relying on FEBC
programming for discipleship and education.

Waluza* was once a Muslim and now he is
leading 120 listener clubs in the area of Sub
TA Katema in the west of the Mangochi
district. He says: “I am very grateful for what
FEBC is doing. Among other things, FEBC
Malawi has brought many Yao Muslims
men/women to Christ and today in my area
there many who are gathering around the
radio listening to what our announcers has
for us. More importantly, the teachings you
have created especially designed for our
groups is a tremendous example.
“The Discipleship Making Movement has
greatly impacted us here in this remote
area and it is gaining ground. There is
a possibility of establishing a church,
which the majority of listeners are keen to
establish, and there is also a need to have
someone closer by to help us all with Bible
study. Please know that your donation of
radios and audio bibles to us is not in vain,
it is bearing much fruit among the Yao
people of Malawi.”

PARTNERING WITH / ESTABLISHING CHURCHES FACTUAL
OUTCOME BASED ON FEBC FUNDING

Enabling partners to plant
1000’s of churches

Partnering with 10’s of 1,000’s of
churches enabling them to reach their
communities and feed their people

Feeding over 4,500 listener groups
now established among the Yao
people in Africa
FEBC Australia | Annual Report 2017-2018
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Health, Relief and Justice
Jesus cares for the whole person – body, mind
and soul – so FEBC’s projects and partners cover
a wide range of issues that aim to bring people to
“life in all its fullness”. Many of our projects have
a focus on health and justice. When sickness
and many deaths are caused by preventable
illnesses such as cholera, diarrhoea or malaria,
working to provide health messages can save
lives. When people are not aware of their rights,
or a poor justice system is in place, FEBC
provides education and empowerment. When
people are caught by human slavery of every
kind, FEBC provides ways and messaging to
alert the community in order to prevent, rescue
and restore. When social ills such as drugs and
alcohol lead to domestic violence and other kinds
of abuses, FEBC speaks out providing resources
and words of counsel and hope.
We live today in a beauty-conscious world
and skin farms exist today in Asia to feed
this longing of beauty in the West. Young
boys and girls are taken, tricked, or sold
and their skin grafted off in order to make
collagen for anti-aging creams and other
beauty products. Such actions are horrifying
and they break the heart of God. As part
of our radio programming, FEBC is letting
people hear of their rights and the legal and
government aid available. We are helping
communities become aware of the signs of
these terrible practices, and how to work to
prevent them.
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“When I heard your (FEBC) programs I had the
strength to reach out and get help… thank you
for saving my life.”
- Listener who fled from captivity and connected
with an on-ground support partner.
Human slavery includes:
+ C
 hild marriage
+ C
 hild labour
+ C
 riminal exploitation
+ D
 omestic servitude
+ F
 orced labour
+ O
 rgan harvesting
+ S
 kin farming
+ S
 exual exploitation
FEBC is able to play a huge part in preventing
such atrocities because of radio’s reach.
Distance and illiteracy are not barriers. We
can make known the signs to watch out for, so
communities can be alerted to the danger of
people being relocated against their will.
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Health & Justice Outcomes
+ Decrease in selective abortion
+ Increase in girl children attending
school and colleges
+ C
 ommunities better informed about
their rights and opportunities
+ A
 wareness for community reporting
to authorities - child marriage
decreased

Displaced Peoples
Outcomes
UNHCR figures - An unprecedented 68.5
million people around the world have been
forced from home. Among them are nearly
25.4 million refugees, over half of whom are
under the age of 18.
FEBC broadcasts are reaching millions of
refugees in many of the top refugee hosting
countries.

+ J
 ustice increasing against abuse,
rape, trafficking (human slavery)
+ R
 aised awareness of the importance
of a father’s role in family
+ Increased family and parenting
education
+ Greater support for senior citizens
+ S
 upport groups for those suffering
domestic violence
+ C
 ounselling and support for
addictions (alcohol/drugs)

Displaced People
There are now more displaced people in
the world than ever before. The number of
people now fleeing violence and persecution
is approaching 66 million. That's nearly three
times Australia's population. The United Nations
says we are facing the largest humanitarian
crisis since 1945. While the Word of God is
prolific about our responsibility for those in
need, it can also be overwhelming.
FEBC’s Radio PARS in Indonesia is a wonderful
example of how FEBC is playing a vital role in
offering hope and support to those in exile,
homeless and displaced. It demonstrates how
radio is capable of reaching out across the
world’s growing refugee crisis.
Refugees are desperately in need of good
news, hope and help. Through Radio PARS
we are blessed to reach out across towns
and cities in Indonesia, as well as refugees in
Germany, Turkey, Iran, Afghanistan, Thailand,
Malaysia and Northern Australia who tune into
the program via digital streaming. This same
approach is being used in other places of the
world through our FEBC broadcasts. Via radio
and internet, refugees hear a voice that speaks
their own language, in a way that recognises
and speaks to their need.
FEBC Australia | Annual Report 2017-2018
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HOME BASED facts - with global impact
Much more than ‘just’ a $30 radio...
For Christmas 2017, FEBC ran a new sort of
Christmas campaign. Departing from our
past catalogue approach that encouraged
people to give to a range of FEBC projects,
we opted to focus on the humble radio.
God provided a wonderful response.
Sending out a creative gift-wrapped radio
brochure at the start of November captured
people’s hearts and imaginations. The 2017
Christmas campaign raised enough funds to
place more than 3000 radios in our mission
fields. Knowing one radio can be shared by
up to 25 people, impacting the lives of up to
75,000 people.
To put it in perspective, that’s more people
than would fill Perth’s Subiaco Oval or
Brisbane’s The Gabba; and almost Sydney’s
Stadium Australia .

FUNDING FOR RADIOS AND
PROGRAMMING OUTCOMES

6,104

Radios provided

152,594

Lives impacted
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….Because Radio does not
deliver silence
The huge amount of people holding an
FEBC radio in their hands as a result of
the 2017 Christmas fundraising campaign
cannot compare to the huge amount of
responses FEBC receives from listeners
each year. Our listeners respond not
because they hold a radio in their hands
but because of what they hear.
We know FEBC offers the power of a
friendly radio voice that reaches out into
hopeless situations and offers words of
love and encouragement. Offering the
joy of Christ next to practical help. Just
like those small loaves and fish brought
to Jesus in John 6, God is using radio
to multiply His nourishment to many.
In 2017, worldwide, FEBC received 2.6
million responses...
That is why FEBC Australia continues
to fundraise for specific radio
programming that has been identified
as needed in the communities where we
have a presence. A Bible in your hands
carries weight but it’s the words inside
that changes lives. Radios are devices
that carry powerfully the words of
hope and life - and when supported by
follow-up teams on the ground sharing
testimonies that change lives.
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First Response Radio

Responding in times of disaster with vital life-giving
information and messages of hope

2017-2018
+ August 2017

Flood - Bihar, India

+ August 2017

Earthquakes - Lombok, Indonesia

+ November 2017

Volcano - Bali, Indonesia

+ August 2018

Floods - Kerala, India

+ September/October 2018
Earthquake & Tsunami
- Palu, Indonesia

FEBC Australia | Annual Report 2017-2018
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Deputations
Throughout 2018, National Director Rev. Kevin
Keegan has been out around Australia, visiting
eight Sydney and outer-metro churches, as well
as churches in south-west WA, Brisbane, Darwin,
Canberra and the Riverina.
In March while touring WA, Kevin gave
deputations to mission groups and services at
eight churches (including five churches new to
FEBC), and visited home groups and individuals.
In nine days he covered more than 1,000
km and we are thankful to God for the many
opportunities.
Kevin also hosted FEBC Russia’s Alexey
Vlasikhin on deputations to Sydney, Brisbane
and Canberra in May last year, sharing news
from the field with new supporters encouraging
prayer for those in persecuted regions of Russia
and impacted by the war in Ukraine.

FUNDS RECEIVED FROM
DEPUTATIONS - $30,078.00
We spoke at churches and groups
in Sydney, regional NSW, Riverina,
Brisbane, Canberra, Darwin and
south-east WA.

34

Total deputations for the FY

Events
Q Commons, Sydney (Nov 2017)
Mission Month, Sydney (May 2018)
CMAA Connect ‘18, Gold Coast (May 2018)
Field Visitor: Alexey Vlasikhin, Snr Programmer
Radio TEOS Russia

FEBC Australia | Annual Report 2017-2018

Radio Interviews
Darwin’s 97.7FM
Neil Johnson’s 20Twenty Program
94.9FM Rhema Central Coast
89.9 LIGHT FM Bendigo
103.9 HOPE FM Esperance
99.9FM Rhema Port Macquarie
105.3 WAY FM Tasmania
HOPE 103.2 FM Open House
96.3FM Victoria
1Way FM Canberra
96.5 Family FM Queensland
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Frequency Webinars

Amos Siyabu Phiri
Director/Program
Producer, FEBA/FEBC
Malawi (Oct ’17)

Mo, Farsi
Refugee Broadcaster,
FEBC Indonesia
(Mar ’18)

Alexey Vlasikhin
Broadcaster, FEBC
Russia’s Radio TEOS
(May ’18)

Dan Andrew Cura
President, FEBC
Philippines (July ’18)

Our hardworking
FEBC Australia Team
Our thanks and God's blessings to our team for contributing so greatly to FEBC's mission.

(L-R) Leonie Smith, office manager; Andy Grayndler, database manager; Sarah Willetts, marketing assistant;
Kevin Keegan, national director; Carolyn Zhang, accountant; (Inset: Mary Cartwright, office support & volunteer coordinator).

FEBC Australia | Annual Report 2017-2018
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How We Performed
Income 2017-2018

Expenditure 2017-2018

2%

5%
9%

16%

39%
59%

 Donations and gifts
 Other Income

Income

 Bequests and
Legacies

70%

 International Programs

 F
 undraising Costs

 Community Education

 A
 ccountability and
Administration

Expenditure

Income

Expenditure

Disbursements To Projects and Field 2017-2018
16.00%
14.00%
12.00%
10.00%
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
2.00%
0.00%
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How We Performed Continued
Percentage of Income 2017-2018
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46.4%
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31.3%
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7.8%

 WA

5.7%

 SA
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 ACT
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0.2%
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Donors by State 2017-2018
 QLD

435

 NSW

876

 VIC

338

 WA

181

 SA
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 TAS

75

 ACT

37

 NT

15

 OTHER
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Board Profiles
Rodney Tant Chairman

Vanessa Hall Director

Dip.Teaching, B.E (Education),
MSA (Education Administration)

Grad AICD, Grad.Dip.Div, Cert
NLP

Rodney was a school principal
for 18 years until he retired
in 2017. He is also active in the life of Gymea
Baptist Church where he is a member of the
Mission Action Team and the Cambodia Support
Team. He joined the Board of FEBC Australia in
2013 and was elected Chairman in 2014.

Kuet Qeun Ho
Board Secretary
B.Eng (Civil)Hons, M.Sc,
GradDip(Org Learning),
CPEng(Retd)
Senior Principal Structural Engineer in Singapore
1981-2003, Exec VP with an international
architectural, engineering and construction (AEC)
consultancy firm in Singapore and overseas from
2003-2006, Exec VP with a local developer in
Dubai, UAE in 2007. KQ was appointed to the
Board of FEBC Australia in 2013.

David McDonald Director
B.Econ, Grad.Dip(Economics)
from Australian National
University, Chartered Financial
Analyst
An investment professional with over 30 years
experience in financial markets, having worked
as an economist, investment strategist, portfolio
manager and investment analyst. David worked in
asset management in Australia and UK, and started
his career as an economist with the Australian
Government in Canberra. Also an active volunteer
with the CFA Institute - the global industry body
for investment professionals. David was appointed
to the board of FEBC Australia in 2018.

Peter Elliott
Director
B.ScEcon, Bachelor Law (LLB),
GradDip(Applied Corporate
Governance)
For the past 5 years Peter has been Group
General Counsel for a major private property
group. Previously his appointment was as
General Counsel for Gloria Jeans Coffees and
Fitness First. He also worked in private practice
for 15 years. Peter was appointed to the Board of
FEBC Australia in 2013.
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Vanessa has spent the past
13 years exploring, teaching
and consulting in building and restoring trust
in Christian and corporate organisations and
communities. She has trained over 30,000
leaders in 18 countries and is a published
author on trust. Vanessa has over 20 years
experience in Compliance, Risk, Governance,
roles in the Financial Services Industry, and
Chairs the Standards Panel for CMA. She has
recently joined Deloitte to build their trust
practice. Vanessa was appointed to the Board
of FEBC Australia in 2015.

Ken Kingwell Director
B.AppSc(Psych), GCert.Mgt,
GDip.Psych, Dip.Ed
Ken, a former Australian
Army serviceman, later
studied psychology achieving post graduate
qualifications and worked in many areas of
psychology. Ken re-joined the Australian
Defence Force in the Psychology Corps
achieving the rank of Lieutenant Colonel and
completed his 25 years of service as Asst.
Dir. of Psychology for the Western Region.
Moving into organisational psychology, Ken
assisted many organisations in restructuring,
strategic planning, workforce and leadership
development, and HR operations. Ken was
appointed to the Board of FEBC Australia
in 2013.

Larry Podmore Director
BEng (Communications)
For 30 years Larry served FEBC
as a field worker (missionary)
together with his wife Barbara in
Saipan, Philippines, Mongolia and
Cambodia. Previously, Larry worked as a radio/TV
Broadcast Tech Officer with ABC Perth; Comm
Project Engineer Mount Isa Mines; Research
Associate and Lecturer Curtin University School
of Engineering. Larry also specialises in Business
Management and Organizational Development.
Larry was appointed to the board of FEBC
Australia in 2018.
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Far East Broadcasting Co (Australia) and Controlled Entities
ABN 68 000 509 517

DIRECTORS’ DECLARATION
:
The directors of the company declare that

rities
fy the requirements of the Australian Cha
 he financial statements and notes satis
1. T
including:
and Not ForProfits Commission Act 2012
position as at 30 September 2018 and
 iving a true and fair view of the financial
(a) g
for the year ended on that date; and
(b) financial performance and cashflows
.
raising legislation have been complied with
2. The provisions of relevant charitable fund

nisation are appropriate and effective in
3. Internal Controls exercised by the Orga
ed from any fundraising appeals.
accounting for all income received and appli
will be
onable grounds to believe that the company
4. In the directors’ opinion there are reas
become due and payable.
able to pay its debts as and when they
for(2) of the Australian Charities and NotSigned in accordance with subsection 60.15
Profit Commission Regulation 2013.
Director

30 November 2018

AUDITORS INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION
To the Directors
We declare that, to the best of our knowledge and belief, during the year ended 30 Septemb
er 2018
there have been no contraventions of any auditor independence requirements.
Shedden & Green Partners

Lawrence R Green FCA
Partner
30 November 2018
Suite 28, 19-21 Central Road, Miranda NSW 2228

For a copy of FEBC Australia full audited statements or further information,
please contact our team on 1300 720 017 or visit our website www.febc.org.au
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Financial Report
Far East Broadcasting Co (Australia) and Controlled Entities

Statement of Changes in Equity
For the Year ended 30 September 2018

2018 $

2017 $

1,653,572

1,655,917

822,542

(2,345)

2,476,114

1,653,572

Accumulated Funds
Accumulated funds at the beginning of the year
Operating Surplus/(Deficit)
Accumulated funds at the end of the year

Far East Broadcasting Co (Australia) and Controlled Entities

Statement of Income and Other Comprehensive Income
For the Year ended 30 September 2018

2018 $

2017 $

1,319,185

1,230,799

0

0

861,035

349,862

0

0

44,053

38,371

2,224,273

1,619,032

Funds to International Programs

917,975

982,679

Program Support Costs

125,578

159,927

Community Education

241,937

163,219

Fundraising Costs - Public

137,067

162,900

68,912

117,776

0

0

1,491,468

1,586,501

732,805

32,531

89,737

(34,876)

822,542

(2,345)

Revenue
Donations and gifts
Monetary
Non-monetary
Bequests and Legacies
Grants - Other Australian
Other Income
Total Revenue
Expenditure
International Aid and Development Programs

Accountability and Administration
Non-monetary Expenditure
Total Expenses
Excess/(Shortfall) of Revenue over Expenditure
Other Comprehensive Income
Fair Value Adjustment to Financial Assets
Total Comprehensive Income
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Far East Broadcasting Co (Australia) and Controlled Entities

Statement of Financial Position - Balance Sheet
As at 30 September 2018

2018 $

2017 $

Cash and Cash Equivalents

32,422

20,095

Prepayments

43,933

0

7,536

13,656

Financial Assets

472,763

518,704

Total Current Assets

556,654

552,454

2,028,119

1,188,382

25,527

27,848

2,053,646

1,216,229

2,610,301

1,768,684

Payables

82,088

70,283

Employment Benefit Provisions

44,341

37,318

126,430

107,602

100

100

Employment Benefit Provisions

7,657

7,410

Total Non-Current Liabilities

7,757

7,510

134,187

115,112

2,476,114

1,653,572

1,653,572

1,655,917

822,542

(2,345)

2,476,114

1,653,572

Current Assets

Receivables

Non-Current Assets
Financial Assets
Property, Furniture and Equipment
Total Non-Current Assets
Total Assets
Current Liabilities

Total Current Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Other Payables

Total Liabilities
Net Assets
Accumulated Funds
Balance brought forward
Surplus/(Deficit) for the year
Accumulated Funds carried forward

For a copy of FEBC Australia full audited statements or further information,
please contact our team on 1300 720 017 or visit our website www.febc.org.au
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Let Them
Hear

FEBC Australia - PO Box 183, Caringbah, NSW, 1495 | Phone: 1300 720 017
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